Grow Global...
in a Faster Pace!

ABOUT US
Translation / localization has become
a cornerstone component in growing
businesses worldwide, which, if carried
out perfectly, guarantees expansion to
new horizons. Focused on customer
satisfaction, perfect task delivery and
long-term fruitful relations, TransPioneers
should be your no. 1 choice in the ﬁeld.

In TransPioneers, we believe that the ﬁrst step towards growing domestically
and globally in a steady pace is getting understood perfectly by your
business partners and customers. To this end, we are dedicated to helping
your institution achieve its objectives and gain the momentum it needs to
expand through ideal communication and mutual understanding.
Our customer-focused services portfolio is designed to help ambitious and
promising businesses bring about the successes they are looking for in a
faster steady pace.
TransPioneers is always striving for achieving the optimal results both
internally and externally. Therefore, we are continuously developing our
services, methods of delivery and technical knowledge so as to be the
business partner you have always been looking for.
In TransPioneers
TransPioneers,, you are guaranteed that your projects are handled by
people who are passionate about their jobs and who do what they do best.
Please take a moment to read through this ﬁle and feel free to contact us for
any question or further information.

Medhat Eliwan & Ahmed Saleem
– CO-Founders
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Our Mission
Our mission is to empower correspondence
and engage connections.

Our Vision

MISSION
& VISION
www.transpioneers.com

Our vision is to make TransPioneers one
of the top global
universes'
translation
translation
& localization
& localization
organizations giving aggregate and ﬁnish
customer fulﬁllment consistently.
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OUR CORE VALUES
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Commitment
We are committed to quality, customer’s satisfaction,
self-development, mutual cooperation and delivery
of work within deadlines.

Innovation
We are determined to make a difference in the ﬁeld of translation, localization
and all related language services through recruiting the best team and
enabling them to do what they do best in an ideal business environment.

Developing
knowledge We invest in our dedicated staff in order
to develop their/our expertise and knowledge on a
continuous basis.

Integrity
We operate in a highly transparent work environment that ensures that the
information and circumstances related to work are clearly visible by our
internal team and clients as well.

Translation
We can translate any kind of documents or content to develop your
business, increment productivity and fortify consistency.
Localization
We provide world class Localization services and specialized, highly
technical, and professional translation to Arabic to suit Arab societies.
Interpretation This highly-specialized service guarantees smooth and
seamless interaction with your clients in your conferences, across
phone and at your own premises.
Voice-Over & Subtitling
We offer topnotch and perfect transcription and subtitling services
for a wide range of genres, including documentaries, ﬁlms and
movies, etc.
Project Management
Our team puts great efforts in managing your projects starting from
the get go (project plan, timetable...etc.) to ﬁnal delivery and
follow-up.

OUR
SERVICES

Content Writing
Always recommended to companies who are looking for creative
rendering of brochures, ﬂiers and other marketing materials of their
own goods and services.
Desktop Publishing
Our fulltime professional DTPers exploit our in-home tech and
software and their creative touches to perfect the layout of your
marketing projects, among others.
Linguistic Consulting
Our Linguists serve in a number of ways, working with both expatriate
researchers and mother tongue speakers of the languages under
investigation.

Perfectly-Designed for your Convenience!
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Your Language Partner
we spare no effort in handling your jobs and projects,
and we look forward to be your No. 1 language
solutions partner. We guarantee you a quality
cost-effective service delivered by our specialized
professional linguists and translators.
We Speak Your Language
In line with our motto "We Get You Across", we ensure
that your message is efficiently delivered to your
clients through our translation services that keep
track of the ST, but make sure to render the meaning,
essence and message of the ST as perfect as
possible.
Quality Control/Assurance
Our well-structured business process includes a
quality control/assurance component that ensures
your translated jobs and projects read smoothly and
coherently. This component also ensures consistency
of terminologies, style and formats.

WHY
TRANSPIONEERS
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Timely Delivery
In TransPioneers, we believe time is an extremely
enabler of successful ever-growing businesses, that is
why our technical/administrative staff work around
the clock to make sure your projects are handled as
promptly as possible.
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Resources

Translation

Revision

Receiving
Files

Proofreading

QC

Delivery

OUR
TRANSLATION
PROCESS
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We believe that specialization is the most important factor of success, so we
have been seeking to attract, satisfy and retain distinguished skilled
individuals to join our team. Furthermore, we develop the technical and
administrative elements of the company periodically so as to ensure that the
outputs of our work are in the highest quality required.
Regardless of whether you are translating expansive scale and complex
multilingual activities or a little report into one target language, our
translation group keeps up similar top-notch benchmarks and work process.
For large ventures, nonetheless, coordination and administration are
signiﬁcantly more confused.
Through our cooperation, we are determined to follow your instructions and
learn your preferences so as so ensure that our team is on the same page
with your objectives.

OUR
TEAM
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CLIENTS
WE SERVED
We have worked with major clients in GCC & Middle
East region. Professionalism, quality and the clients’
satisfaction are our priorities, so we make sure to do
whatever it takes to meet all your requirements. This
can obviously happen only through a team that
understands these meanings and values. Our hard
work and good reputation in the ﬁeld enabled us to
gain and retain prestigious clients including, but not
limited to, the ones listed here.
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CONTACT US
Office 103, 1st Floor, 79 Mosadak Street,
Dokki, Gizah, Egypt
KSA: +966 54 003 8588
EGY: +20 2333 59 741
+20 1117 000 162
info@transpioneers.com
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